Justice Team implements new design

The Extended Justice Team and its Institute and Community justice liaisons met March 15–18 to explore ways that the Institute can speak as a unified, prophetic voice on the urgent issues of the day. At the three-day meeting in Washington, D.C., the group also focused on the implementation of the Journey of Oneness for justice and the beginning steps of that process, which will take effect on July 1, 2019.

Participants discussed how to work together as one justice team that communicates effectively and remains connected to the stories of those most impacted by systemic injustices in the Americas and the Philippines. “You could feel a shift of energy among the justice team,” said Maggie Conley, the Institute director of justice. “This new moment is challenging and affirming. It brings together all of the voices and perspectives to move us forward grounded in Mercy.”

Watch in the coming months for more information and conversation around this implementation.
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